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Farm, Labor Issues Aired
Revision of the state constitu
tion, the possible conflict between
black America and organized la
bor and the economic problems
that President-elect Richard M.
Nixon must face were discussed at
the 25th annual Montana FarmerLabor Institute held on campus
last weekend.
Speakers from Montana, Illinois
and Canada addressed representa
tives of Montana agricultural and
labor factions during the two-day
conference.
The state constitution impedes
the progress of county and city
government, Jean Tumage, Re
publican state senator from Poi
son, said at the Saturday meeting.
Counties and cities lack the
power under the state constitution
to regulate the legislature and
therefore cannot promote public
health and safety, Mr. Tumage
said.
Charles Cooley, chairman of the
Montana Citizens Committee on
the State Legislature, said it is

FRAT RAT FRESH FROM THE SHOWER?—No, just a new suitor
for the women of Turner Hall. Some of the more energetic cam
pus artists saw beauty in yesterday’s snow, even if the sidewalk
cleaners did not. (Staff photo by Bill Anderson)

Ed Drafts Petition and Letter
Calling for Women’s Rights
UM’s activist group, “Ed,” Mon
day drafted a letter to be given
to the administration demanding
equality for women and repeal of
the regulation requiring women
students under the age of 21 to live
in university housing.
Ed members also drafted a peti
tion stating what they allege is
the “case” for women students
against the administration and
called “upon this administration
to rectify the situation immedi
ately.”
The petition will be presented
to living groups for signatures
and the letter will be given to the
administration at the Dec. 4 meet
ing of the Student Services Com
mittee.
To strengthen public opinion for
the change among the women stu
dents, Ed members appointed com
mittees to explain the request to
the women dorm residents.
“We women students,” the letter
states, “reject the notion . . . of ‘in
loco parentis’ . . . and the ‘protec
tion’ provided for us by the Uni
versity because it consists of re
strictions upon our individual free
dom. These restrictions do not ap
ply equally to men students under
the age of 21,” the letter continues.
Ed members also deplore unfair
financial burdens upon women
students.
“Upperclass women are forced
to live in ‘approved’ university

housing until twenty-one — up
perclass men are not,” the peti
tion contends. “In effect, this
makes women the only upperclass
students forced to pay for or sup
port those bonds issued for dormi
tory construction.”

Thieu May Send Envoy
To Peace Talks in Paris
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. administration expects the
Saigon government to announce
soon it is now ready to join the
peace talks in Paris.
In latest U.S. discussions with
Saigon, the government of Presi
dent Nguyen Van Thieu has de
manded assurances that its pres
ence at Paris would neither con
stitute recognition of the NLF nor
mean there has been agreement
with Hanoi to establish any form
of coalition government.
There was no fixed date for be-

ginning four-way Paris talks. In
formants, however, ruled out any
possibility the meetings could be
gin by Wednesday, the day meet
ings were held before President
Johnson announced a halt to all
bombing of North Vietnam on Oct.
31.
However, discussions in Saigon
between U.S. Ambassador Ells
worth Bunker and Thieu, accord
ing to informants, have reached
the point where an announcement
of agreement to proceed with the
Paris negotiations is considered
imminent.

International Monetary Crisis Averted
By deGaulle’s Policies Fowler Says

,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secre ation to compel a change in the
tary of the Treasury Henry H. parity of the franc,” and de
Fowler said Monday the threat of clared the German mark “is not
an international monetary crisis going to be revalued.” He said
has been averted.
he is quite encouraged about
He spoke approvingly of actions also
the outlook for the British pound.
taken in France and West Ger
Mr. Fowler repeated that he
many and said the value of the
U.S. dollar will not be affected in
any way.
Mr. Fowler, who returned Sat
urday from a financial meeting in
Bonn, told a news conference that
events of the last few weeks in
Europe “should add to general
confidence that we are developing
ways to handle crisis and to avert
crisis.”
The Treasury chief endorsed
anew French President Charles de
Gaulle’s decision not to devalue
the franc. He said there is “noth
A representative form of stu
ing in the French economic situ- dent government and a cabinet
system are two proposals being
considered by Planning Board in
its revision of the ASUM Consti
tution.
Gary Lowe, Planning Board
Commissioner, proposes that each
Central Board vote represent 200
fee-paying students. The campus,
SDS chapter, said his group plans under this system, would be di
to file a court suit in an attempt to vided into three wards: Ward I,
set aside the regents’ decision as which would represent fraternity
interference with the right of free and sorority house members; Ward
speech.
II, which would represent students
SDS leaders also said they will living in on-campus housing, and
submit a new application to the Ward III, which would represent
university for continued recogni students living off-campus.
tion as a student organization.
Elections in Ward I would be
Other speakers claimed the ac handled by Interfraternity Coun
tion violated the student constitu cil and Panhellenic Council. Dorm
tion which prohibits infringement Council would administer the
on the right of free speech.
Ward II elections, and Elections
The matter is expected to be a Committee would run the Ward HI
major issue at a student assembly election.
on Dec. 4.
Election procedures and qualifi-

Colorado U Regents Withdraw
Recognition of SDS Radicals
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — About
1,000 persons gathered on the Uni
versity of Colorado campus Mon
day to hear criticism of the uni
versity regents for withdrawing
recognition of the radical Students
for a Democratic Society chapter
here.
Richard Wilson, professor of
political science, urged the stu
dents to organize “then politely
and firmly demand That the re
gents hold a special meeting to re
consider their ill-advised act.”
Another speaker, Bruce Gold
berg, president of the Colorado

tKe responsibility of citizens to
preserve representative govern
ment.
He urged the i n i t i a t i o n of
unlimited legislative sessions, the
reduction of the number of state
representatives and the formation
of single-member legislative dis
tricts.
On Saturday afternoon, the Rev.
Calvin Morris, associate director
of “O p e r a t i o n Breadbasket,”
sponsored by the Southern Chris
tian Leadership Conference in
Chicago, described the problem
existing between black America
and organized labor.
Labor, which has always aided
the civil rights movement in the
past, is becoming more discrimi
nate, Mr. Morris said. The split is
more evident in the American
Federation of Labor, he added.
Samuel Chase, UM professor of
economics, said Sunday that Mr.
Nixon faces a complex and vicious
circle if he is to cope with the
economic problems of America.

does not favor any major changes
in the international monetary sys
tem at this time, such as those
proposed by Mr. deGaulle. He
said reforms are needed, but these
should be accomplished through
an evolutionary process.

Prices are rising, Mr. Chase said,
and unemployment is below the
“simplified ideal” of four per cent.
Wage increases will further push
up production costs and prices, he
said.
These inflationary tendencies
must be counteracted by govern
ment control through a decrease
in federal spending and the reten
tion of the 10 per cent surcharge
and through tighter monetary and
credit control by the Federal Re
serve Bank, Mr. Chase said.

Housing Board
Proposes New
Dorm Ruling
Student Facilities Council ap
proved Friday a proposal which
would allow women to live offcampus during the quarter in
which they become 21.
The council will forward the
recommendation to President Rob
ert Pantzer for his approval.
If Pres. Pantzer and the State
Board of Regents accept the pro
posal, it would have the follow
ing effects:
• A woman who is or will be
21 before the end of this quarter
will be allowed to move off-cam
pus. The proposal would affect 44
women this quarter.
• Women will be considered 21
for housing purposes at the be
ginning of the quarter in which
they turn 21.
George Mitchell, facilities coun
cil chairman, said according to
the current housing code, unless
single women are residents of the
city or are 21 or older, they must
live in University-regulated hous
ing.
Technically, under the current
policy, a woman can leave the
dorm as soon as she turns 21,
Andrew Cogswell, dean of stu
dents, said.
In other actions, the council
proposed coed housing in the
next UM dormitory scheduled for
1971, and tabled an informal pro
posal to give women and men
equal housing rights.
The Student Facilities Council
is composed of administrators and
students and serves as an advisory
board for the president. It cannot
take official action on its pro
posals.

Before Planning Board

CB Reapportionment Measures
Proposed for New Constitution
cations would be formulated in
the constitution, under Lowe’s pro
posal.
The Greek ward, for example,
would include 1,000 students and
thus would have 5 delegates. Since
some 2,000 students live on cam
pus, they would have 10 delegates,
and fifteen delegates would repre
sent the 3,000 students living offcampus. The figures could be
switched easily, Lowe said.
Lowe’s plan advocates that the
Commissioners would be appointed
by the ASUM president from eligi
ble members of the commission
according to Lowe’s proposal. The
Commissioners would have no vot
ing power but could introduce mo
tions before Central Board.
The proposal also recommends
that a judicial review be estab
lished to check for violation of the
constitution.
The plan, Lowe said, would
bring equal representation and, at

the same time, bring student gov
ernment closer to the student.
Ed Leary, ASUM president ad
vocates a system similar to the
national government. The candi
dates for ASUM president and vice
president would run as a team in
the spring election. The winning
pair would then select commis
sioners who would serve as a cabi
net, after being approved by Cen
tral Board. Commissioners would
not have a vote on Central Board.
Each of the 15 Greek houses
would have one representative.
Two representatives would be se
lected from each of the eight dor
mitories. From three to five dele
gates at large would represent offcampus students, under Leary’s
plan.
Leary, too, favors the establish
ment of a judicial board to inter
pret the constitution and insure
enforcement of the by-laws and
policies of Central Board.

Letters to the Editor —

Preregistration Is
"A Colossal Mess'

Novel Experiences Suggested fo r Editor

To the Kaimin:
Friday morning I stood in line
at Main Hall to preregister for
two and a half hours. When I got
in room 205, there was one mob of
students — not lines, or any sem
blance of order. There were about
10 ladies taking packets and bill
ing. Most of these ladies were
slow and incompetent. For in
stance, one lady checking packets
said, “Young man, what is your
major? Oh, Forestry—it says on
your card. Is that right?”
But worse yet, as I stood trying
to decide how to push my way to
the registration tables, I watched
about 15 students, who did not
want to stand in the lines outside,
sneak in the exits. But why not,
for,the security police had by this
time locked the front door to keep
the mob inside from getting any
larger!
Preregistration is a colossal
mess. It is poorly organized and
poorly manned. It is held in too
small a room to accommodate the
number of student^ who preregis
ter. But it must be changed, not
eliminated because regular regis
tration every quarter would be a
fate worse than being squashed to
death in a preregistration line.
The men’s gym would be large
enough for the process. Better
designations for where lines should
be and people to handle the flow
of students would regulate the
process. Also there should be about
35 people who know what they are
doing behind those tables.
NANCY MARKS
Senior, Journalism

I rather liked this interpretation.
I’d like to SEE the facts. It is in
this light that I suggested that, in
all fairness, we give both sides
money' in order to allow them to
get The Facts out.
On the other hand, the pro
posal read: “Be it resolved that
the Associated Students of the
University of Montana: B) Spe
cifically support and encourage
the Efforts of the Environmental
Defense Fund in its current legal
action against Hoerner Waldorf
Corporation of Montana.”
(My emphasis) .
We were, then, taking a stand.
And since neither side had pre
sented any facts c o n c e r n i n g
whether Hoerner Waldorf was or
was not “{ioisoning babies,” (how
many? mine? when? where?) I
voted against the proposal.
Perhaps in all fairness, Daniel,
M issoulian Attacks you should either attend CB once
in order to understand these state
To the Kaimin:
ments, or contact those people you
It’s good to see you finally take are attacking to see in what con
a stand one way or the other on text they were quoted.
ROTC.
Both would be novel experi
SAM REYNOLDS ences for you.
BETSY SCANLIN
Missoulian Editorial
Senior, English
Page Editor
To the Kaimin:
I may have said it in front of
God, Ed Leary and everybody, but
it wasn’t, obviously, in front of
you, Dan.
Had your handy-dandy Central
Board reporter wished to give
The Whole Story to the unknow
ing public, she might have in
cluded (in two sentences or less)
the conditions under which the
statement was made.
In Central Board’s discussion to
give $50 to the anti-Hoemer-Wal
dorf faction, the writers of the
proposal, Ben Briscoe and Marti
Melosi, avowed that CB would
not be “acting as judges” in the
case, but, rather, only as “help
ing to get the facts into court.”

Dean C low Defended by Dean Cogsw ell
To the Kaimin:
If you will allow me a con
fession: I’m scared to death of
women, particularly indignant
ones. That’s why I’m happy that
the responsibility for interviewing
the women living off-campus in
violation of the 21-year-old regu
lation can be delegated to Dean
Clow. If she didn’t do it, I would
have to.
The regulation involved is one
passed by the Board of Regents
in April of 1966:
“Item 198-201 — A uniform
policy regarding housing of single
women should be applied to all
units; e.g., single women hot resi
dents of the community and under
21 years of age, are required to
live in college residence halls or

approved organized living groups.
Residence facilities will be pro
posed to meet these needs in ac
cordance with this policy.”
There is really no reason, there
fore, for getting on Dean Clow’s
back. Recommendations for re
visions of the policy have been un
der consideration by both the Dor
mitory Council and the Student
Facilities Council. Furthermore,
residence halls regulations do not
have their genesis alone in the
principle of in loco parentis. They
evolve partly from financial prob
lems incidental to the necessity for
our always being able to house
and feed th major portion of our
student body, regardless of the
size to which it may grow.
ANDREW C. COGSWELL
Dean of Students

'M u st W e A ct Like M ig ra n t W orkers?'
To the Kaimin:
In answer to Rick Waldt’s “De
cadence, sloth afflict U students”:
Physical education requirements
are a hold-over from the high
school program where students are
compelled to remain docile on
campus 'all day. Therefore a
chance to exercise was a necessity.
However, in college where stu
dents usually attend class five
hours or less per day, who often
work after class, who often are ov
er 21 years of age, and who feel
their time is too valuable for com
pulsory games become opposed to
the farce that is the physical edu
cation program. It is quite obvious
that game should be left to the stu
dent to decide if he wishes to par
ticipate.
In answer to “ ‘Freedom of the

college press’ has hangup”:
The only real hangup of the col
lege press is maturity and a strong
background in professional man
nerisms. No one doubts that gut
ter language is a part of our cul
ture, equally so, no one is shocked
when the printed word in such
forms as the “Grapes of Wrath”
has the slang of the people Stein
beck attempts to depict. But must
we as college students, editors,
journalists, and public speakers
lower ourselves to the level of mi
grant workers when we attempt to
broadcast our views. There would
be no need for censorship of gut
ter language if the users were ma
ture enough and educated enough
to realize how poor there (sic)
vocabularies and manners were.
MICHAEL MATTSON
Junior, Pre-Med

we aim to Keep your
dependable electric
and natural gas
service your biggest
bargain.

By CINDY PRICE
Kaimin Staff Writer
The evening with Richard Hu
go Thursday at the Newman Cen
ter was a gift of the poet and the
man and the audience was de
lighted with it.
Mr. Hugo read some of the
poems he wrote last year while in
Europe; then the film, “The Lady
in Kicking Horse Reservoir: A
Reading of Richard Hugo” was
shown.
It is almost impossible to sepa
rate the evening into the two
parts — the man on stage and the
man in the movie and thus review
the film in an objective manner.
After Mr. Hugo read his poetry
and talked to the audience, the
film was like a personal visit with
an old friend.
Mr. Hugo reads his poetry as
though the words and feelings
were still fresh, not dissipated by
the act of setting them on paper.
His feelings and moods are wellcommunicated to his audience and
he balances them with casual in
troductory and explanatory re
marks. His poems reflect despair
—the sameness and meaningless
ness of life, but often a thin, pale
thread of hope or a glance of a
dream appears between the lines.
Despair Reflected
Despair of sameness is reflected
in a "poem about the men in an
Italian bar who daily go “home to
their nothing.” Even a poem por
traying a day of pleasure on a
fishing boat is tempered with the
knowledge that the day is transi
Policy on Letters
tory.
to the Editor
After reading three poems, Mr.
paused and said, “I’m not
Letters generally should be no Hugo
known
as a humorous poet. I want
longer than 400 words, preferably
typed and triple spaced, with the you to know that I’m lots of fun
writer's full name, major and class, in real life.” And the audience for
address and phone number listed. gave his poet’s view of life.
They should be brought or mailed
The movie was a reading of the
to the Montana Kaimin office in man
— not an explanation, nor
Room 206 of the Journalism Build life, nor
philosophy, but a part
ing by 2 p.m. the day before publi
cation. The editor reserves the of the man.
right to edit or reject any letter.
It is comprised mainly of the
settings for his poetry with his
voice in the background reading.
It opens with overly-dramatic
MONTANA KAIMIN
music that makes one shudder
fearing
the amateur’s product, but
Editor_______________Dan Vlchorek
Managing Editor_______ Ron Scbleyer the music is soon relieved with
Business Manager____ Barbara Richey Mr. Hugo reading against scenes
Sports Editor_______Charlie Johnson of the Washington coast. Then the
News Editor______ Mary Pat Murphy music of a player piano accom
Feature Editor________ Marilyn Pelo panies shots of Hugo’s childhood.
Associate Editor_______ Gary Langley
Two of the settings are especial
Associate Editor__________ Jan Davis
Associate Editor______ Ken Robertson ly memorable — the Milltown Un
Associate Editor____________ ValerieSiphers
ion Bar with a classic western song

Photographer---------------------------BillAnderson
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Don’t Forget

SKI SWAP
Dec. 2 — 6-10 p.m.

— Music of the week—
England’s
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BLUE
OPEN THANKSGIVING
8:30 p.m.—2 a.m.
Cave Regular Hours
11 am. - 2 a.m.
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Richard Hugo’s Poetry, Film
Delight, Frustrate Audience
blaring from the jukebox while the
camera shows the bar, Hugo play
ing pool, people drinking and talk
ing — then — the flavor of the
place well established — Hugo’s
voice recites “The Milltown Un
ion Bar” as he sits, very slowly
drinking his beer. Toothless Man
The second is “Degrees of Gray
in Philipsburg” with Hugo walk
ing through the town to a huge
abandoned mill where he talks
with a toothless old man.
In both sequences, the scenes
are so well coordinated with the
fioetry, the camera is indeed see
ing through the poet’s eyes.
The movie was made by David
and Annick Smith and they
handed out a statement saying that
the film is “technically a work
in progress.” Fortunately, I didn’t
get to read the message in the
dark so I was not burdened with
“helping” them decide what should
be improVed. The quality of the
film was not consistent and, as
they said, several fadeouts should
be lengthened, but I was too en
tranced watching the “old friend”
for it to interfere with my enjoy
ment.
The film avoids several possi
ble pitfalls. It is not a public re
lations job and the real life scenes
do not give the sense of Mr. Hu
go’s being “on camera.” These
scenes are natural — naturally
jumbled and peopled. He is shown
teaching a poetry class, writing,
walking around town into bars,
and at a party. When he speaks
behind these scenes, his voice is
quiet, thoughtful, and conversa
tional.
He explains to his class that
when they can give up their egos,
throw out the best line they’ve
written for the sake of the poem,
they will then be writing poetry.
He stands before an abandoned
ranch and explains that dying
things interest him, not because
they are dying, but because they
are ignored. Going on, he says it
is because they are dying that
they are ignored, so for him, para
doxically, they live.
The film and the evening was
a little like reading one line of
poetry out of context. The tempta
tion of such an evening is to want
to find the whole man by search
ing for a deeper meaning in his
poems and by using the movie to
further analyze and know him.
But the viewer was frustrated.
The evening was only a reading
of Richard Hugo.

The ASUM Student Ambassador
Needs YOU. The following interested
High Schools are lacking ambassa
dors to represent the University.
DENTON
RONAN
ST. IGNATIUS
ARLEE
CHESTER
RUDYARD
NOXON
CIRCLE
WINIFRED
ALBERTON
HELENA
ANACONDA
HAVRE

CHINOOK
TROY
POLSON
BROWNING
THREE FORKS
NASHUA
GREAT FALLS CENTRAL
BILLINGS CENTRAL
BOZEMAN
BILLINGS WEST
GREAT FALLS RUSSELL
HELENA CENTRAL
ANACONDA CENTRAL
GLASGOW

The Program is tentatively planned for Christ
mas vacation. Applications for prospective student
ambassadors are available at the Lodge Desk and
are due December 6%If you have any questions
concerning the program, contact Mike Morrison,
728-1754.

Black Voting May Have Helped Nixon
By DICK GREGORY
By the faintest whimper of pop
ular mandate, Richard Nixon has
become the President-elect. He
made no play for the support of
the black electorate nor did the
black ballots cast appreciably in
crease Nixon’s total. Yet a differ
ent attitude in the black commun
ity could have produced a Nixon
defeat.
Figures compiled by the Demo
cratic National Committee indicate
that some six million black voters
went to the polls on election day,
out of the potential 7.2 million.
About 91 per cent of those voters
cast their ballots for Vice-Presi
dent Humphrey, the remaining
votes going to Nixon or “other”
candidates.
It is clear that the total black
electorate did not panic when
faced with the possibility of a
Nixon administration. Such panic
would have produced an even
larger black presence at the polls
and a greater percentage for Mr.
Humphrey. That is, if the black
votes cast for independent candi
dates were combined with a larger
voting percentage in the black
community, the Humphrey-Muskie
ticket would now be looking for
ward to Inauguration Day. In a
negative yet very real sense, Nixon
owes his ‘victory to the black
community and the attitude it as
sumed.
Black voters did not do what
they did in 1964. In that national
election the black electorate ral
lied to vote- against Barry Goldwater. The repudiation of Goldwater was a stronger voting moti
vation than the endorsement of
President Johnson. But in this
year’s election black voters voted
neither for nor against candidates.
(Blacks most strongly motivated

to vote for a candidate probably
cast their ballots for independ
ents.) The black community exer
cised its constitutional right to
vote, period.
Richard Nixon now occupies a
unique place in the history of
American political life. He is a
man who has literally had the
taste of the Presidency in his
month for 16 years and he has
finally won the nation’s highest
political honor. To do so he had
to survive both a defeat on the
national level in 1960 and the re
jection of California voters in his
subsequent gubernatorial bid. He
has calculatedly administered self
respiration to his political image
after having been pronounced dead
by analysts the country over.
Nixon knew that he could not
enlist massive support from the
black community during this year’s
Presidential bid. Nor could he ex
pect to win the favor of disen
chanted young voters who origi
nally supported Eugene McCarthy
or Bobby Kennedy. But youth and
blacks comprise only about 25 per
cent of the total electorate and
Nixon knew his strength must
come from the remaining 75 per
cent.
Nixon also knows that it will be
a different ball game in 1972. And
it is also safe to assume that he
will not be privately content with
a one-term Presidency.. The Re
publican Party now ranks third in
commanding the allegiance of reg
istered voters in this country, trail
ing the Democratic Party and reg
istered independents with a total
registration of about 25 per cent.
But by the 1972 elections, mil
lions of new voters will have been
registered from the black com
munity and from the ranks of both
black and white. It is safe to as-

sume that increasingly alienated
youth will not be registering into
either of the two major parties.
Thus Nixon will face that election
year (barring the unleasing of un
predictable circumstances which
have become increasingly com
monplace in this country) as the
incumbent President of a party
representing less than 20 per cent
of the total electorate. He will need
the support of both blacks and
youth.
Nixon must begin immediately
to do what Vice-President Hum
phrey urged upon the voters in his
own behalf during the campaign—
establish a climate of trust in this
country. But trust dare not be re
quested until grounds for it have
been demonstrated. Nixon can be
the first man in American history
to show that young voters and
black voters will support the Re
publican party when it is war
ranted. If Nixon establishes a
trust fund of concrete action in the
next two years, he has every rea
son to expect returns on his in
vestment for the Republican Party
in the Congressional elections of
1970.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
GROOMS THE PERFECT BEAUTY
Give us one hour and we’ll
awaken your skin with our
THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY
for complete complexion care
It’s FREE today at

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
125 West Main

Blacks and youth will be watch
ing the Nixon administration for
signs of trust. Nixon would do well
to immediately espouse the cause
of the American Indian. These na
tive Americans have been victim
ized by a unique brand of oppres
sion which continues to be per
petuated by governmental fiat. A
strong Nixon move on behalf of
justice for the American Indian
would begin to inspire trust in oth
er minority communities. From a
base of taking treaties with the In
dians seriously and action to im
prove the educational, housing and
health conditions of the Indian
community, Nixon shquld then
move to act on behalf of MexicanAmericans, Puerto Ricans, blacks
and other oppressed minorities.
In my telegram of concession to
Mr. Nixon, sent in the wee-smallthe blacks can sit anywhere they hours of post-election morn, I
wish, just like white people. So, urged him to act immediately to
you begin to look' away, but some establish a climate of trust. The
thing makes you look back again. partial contents of that telegram
The blacks, you disover, are sitting follow:
“Your leadership in the next
alone.
You sit next to a black man, and four years will determine if our
the whites on board look at you government will regard injustice
just as if you had told one of the at home to be as dangerous as
good Baptists among them that Communism abroad. If the power
God is a fake. You try to begin a of your high office is used to set
conversation with a black man, moral standards in which a citi
and he answers your questions zen’s right to human dignity is en
about Atlanta in terse, unfriendly forced as strictly as the collection
of income tax then American de
sentences.
And then you realize the ex mocracy will set an example for
treme polarity of the races in
“Progressive Atlanta.”
That night, you sit next to a
POST OFFICE PIONEERS
white Atlanta resident at dinner.
The U.S. Post Office Depart
In answer to your question ment,
one of the first government
about the racial situation in At agencies
to use motor transporta
lanta, he says, “Well, we don’t sell tion, was
experimenting with
slaves uptown if that’s what you trucks as early
as 1889.
mean.”
You reply that you did not mean
that, and attempt to drop the sub
THE
ject.
But the Atlanta native, after a
moment of silence, looks at you
and asks, “You don’t really think
MOTOR INN
them niggers are equal to us, do
you?”
Missoula, Montana
At this point, you are so flabber
• banquet facilities
gasted that you can’t answer, and
• meeting rooms
he turns to his dinner mumbling
• private dining rooms
something about yankees and long
• complete catering facilities
hairs.
And then your worst suspicions543-6631
about Atlanta, the southern Belle,
are confirmed.

Florence

543-3611
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Blacks, Youth Watch

Ugliness Abounds in Atlanta
By GARY LANGLEY
Kaimin Associate Editor
Atlanta is a progressive south
ern city that is fast becoming a
major American metropolis, the
natives say.
But like an enchanting southern
Belle, the truth of its ugliness is
hidden under a mass of pretty
skirts.
Atlanta is a fraud.
The mayor of Atlanta will
proudly tell you that 45 per cent
of the city’s population is black.
He also will say that only 2.5 per
cent of the entire population of the
city, including blacks, is unem
ployed.
Walking along the streets of the
city, you tend to agree with the
mayor—until you decide to seduce
Atlanta and pull up her skirts.
Then you discover that the
blacks are, in fact, working. They
are bellhops, cab drivers, waiters,
and ditch diggers. In short, they
are the same servants they were
150 years ago.
Most don’t complain. Good nig
gers don’t.
So you don’t complain. Some
body has to be a cab driver, you
conclude, and look away.
Then something makes you look
back, and you see that black cab
drivers outnumber white drivers
three to one, and black waiters
outnumber white waiters some
thing like fifteen to one.
You board a bus and see that

United States of America.
the world to follow.
“I urge you to undertake as your
“The millions of people emerg
ing from colonialism in Africa and first order of business the restora
Asia are watching not only the tion of rights granted under the
struggle of black people, Mexican- original treaties to native Ameri
Americans and Puerto Ricans to cans who have been denied their
obtain their fair share of Amer freedom for generations while in
ica’s future but particularly the the name of that freedom we un
treatment of our Indian brothers dertook wars abroad to free native
who are the indigenous heirs of populations from the oppression of
the territory we now claim as the Communism.”
!(>C!C«KtC<C!C!C<C!e!CiC!C>C<C>C!C!CiC<XtC>C>C*C<«C!CICtC<C'C!dClCtC)C>CW

3 Lines for $1.00
DAILY UNTIL 6 P.M.
(Student ID Card must be presented)
BOWLING
BILLIARDS
CAFE

LIBERTY LANES
Broadway at Russell
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►[ VILLAGE CLEANERS
l

ONE HOUR “MARTINIZING”
Spruce up those fall clothes in a hurry!

IN HOLIDAY VILLAGE
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaj

Have Some Gaiety!
Have A Frolic. . .
' Join the

SINGLES CLUB
SHARE SPONTANEITY
NOVEMBER 30th—POTLUCK AND SOCIAL
MEET US AT THE YWCA
6:30 is the time to dine and dance
Call 9-0269 or 9-4367 or 9-0178 for reservations

d o n 't
choose
youR

B y p R ic e a L o n e

WORDEN’S
your friendly grocer in town 60 years
434 N. Higgins

Wishes You and Yours

DIM Xhl BIST

If you want the finest diamond
your money can buy. . . then,
don’t look for price alone.
No matter what you want to spend •..
we can help you choose a
fine diamond that is also
an exceptional value.. . one
that will he a fitting
symbol of your love.
The House of Fine Diamonds
Florence Hotel Building
542-2412

FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING!

Toes., Nov. 26, 1968
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Meet the Grizzlies

A

Charlie Horses
hy
Charlie Johnson

Many spectators left the Field House after the GrizzlyAlumni game Saturday night convinced that this year would
be another typical Grizzly basketball season.
Although the team certainly was not impressive Saturday,
it is still too early to pass judgment. For one thing, two starters,
Ron Moore and Don Wetzel, didn’t suit up for the game. Moore
was out with the flu while Wetzel has a badly sprained ankle.
Moore is worth far more than the 20 points he throws in every
game for the Grizzlies. Because of his basketball savvy, he is
a stabilizer on the court, slowing down or speeding up the play
if necessary. Wetzel, too, has shown signs of this ability.
Before criticizing the Grizzlies, one must realize that they
are learning new systems of offense and defense this season.
Head coach Bob Cope is teaching them the “passing game”
offense, similar to the offense used by the United States Olym
pic team in Mexico City this fall. Naturally it will take the
players some time to adjust. The Grizzlies also are learning
how to play the patented Lou Rocheleau-defense. After playing
little or no defense at all in recent seasons, this system, too,
will take time to assimilate.
Montana’s weak spot appears to be the same one that has
plagued Grizzly teams since Steve Lowery left—lack of a good,
tough, tall center. George Yule, a 6-8 transfer, made seven
out of eight field goals in the game, but his defenders were
considerably shorter. Howard Clark, a 6-6 transfer, seems more
at home at forward but probably will have to start at center.
Highly touted transfer guard Harold Ross showed all the
moves but couldn’t buy a basket Saturday, hitting on only two
of 15 field goal attempts.
Moore’s and Wetzel’s replacements did little, thus indicating
Montana may have a depth problem, at least at this time.
Spirit on the 1968-69 club already seems better than that
shown by the team last season.
★

★

Yoder Strengthens UM Bench
(Editor’s Note: This is the fourth is expected to see reserve action
in a series of articles introducing this year.
the members of Montana’s 1968-69
Yoder, a 6-2, 170-pounder, is the
varsity basketball team).
team’s best jumper. He has re
corded a vertical jump of 39 inches
Although he didn’t play regu from a standing position and has
larly for the Grizzlies last season, been called the jumping jack of
the Grizzly team.
“Stan is a good shooter, espe
cially on the jump shot, which he
uses most often,” head coach Bob
Cope said. “He has to work on his
defense and ball-handling, how
ever.”
.Yoder played in 17 games last
season, both as a reserve and a
starter. His best performance of
the season came against the Uni
versity of Washington when he led
the Grizzlies to an upset victory,
scoring 20 points. Earlier in the
season, Yoder came off the bench
to hit four of five field goal at
tempts to lead a belated Grizzly
comeback against Montana State.
Yoder averaged 4.3 points per
game and hauled in 26 rebounds
for the Grizzlies last year.
RED-NOSED ROBBER
CALGARY, Alta. (AP) —Police
are seeking a modern highway
man who, they report, operates as
furtively as possible on city streets
in a white car carrying two aerials
and a light on the roof, like a po
lice prowl car. They said he stops
motorists on byways and takes
away any liquor he finds in their
cars.

Remember. . .

★

★

★

Corner of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot

543-4828

BAIL BONDS

• Holiday Village

$25-$10,000

• East Broadway

★

Three Grizzlies were named to the United Press Interna
tional all-conference football team selected by the coaches and
sports information directors.
Jim Kelly was named to the tight end slot, Tuufuli Uperesa
was picked as an offensive tackle and Herb White nailed down
defensive end.
Montana State coach Tom Parac was named coach of the
year, Idaho end Jerry Hendren lineman and player of the year
and Montana State’s Paul Schafer was selected back of the
year.

Razor Cuts, Sculpturing
and Styling
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees

Four Convenient
Locations

JOHN or DAVE

standing moments as a junior and

★

It’s the

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop

“Trouble?

A touch of comedy was added to the game Saturday night
when the players were introduced. A radio-television student,
STAN YODER
filling in for Phil Hess, mispronounced nearly every name and
Jumping Jack
many hometowns of the Grizzlies and Alums and even assistant
coach Lou Rocheleau, to the delight of the jeering fans.
senior Stan Yoder had some out
★

A native of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Yoder came to UM from Casper
(Wyo.) Junior College where he
was named to the all-conference
and all-regional teams his final
season.
While playing at Southside High
School in Fort Wayne, he was
named to the all-city team and
was given honorable mention on
the all-state basketball team.

• West Broadway

Remember Your
Thanksgiving
Hostess
with Hand Rolled—Hand Dipped Chocolates
FROM
/» /)
225 E. Broadway
L*
opposite Post Office

7
/Rntt
jJrlx
(PSLLL

• Bud Lake Village

THE SJON OF GOOD FOOD

★

Several Grizzly opponents are listed on the pre-season AllAmerica checklist in Basketball Weekly. On the magazine’s
list are Jim Thacker of Idaho, Ted Wierman of Washington
State, George Irvine of Washington, Jack Gillespie of Montana
State, .Willie Sejoumer and Justus Thigpen of Weber State
and Norm Vanlier of St. Francis.
GOVERNOR’S FLAG
The Governor’s Flag is presented
annually to the winner of the Ari
zona State University-University
of Arizona football game. The tro
phy of the state of Arizona was
first presented in 1953. Since then,
ASU leads in the series, eight
wins to seven for the Wildcats.
The Devils maintained possession
of the flag last fall by downing
the Cats, 47-7 at Tempe.

COME JOIN US
The Gull Ski Shop staff has 85 years
of skiing experience and is eager to

CAROLL’S

serve you. WE KNOW SKIING.

Billiard and Lunch
• Open Thanksgiving
afternoon and evening

THE BEST IN BOOTS
• Lange
• Humanic
• Molitor
• Nordic
• LeTrapper
• Rosemount

Downtown Missoula
125 W. Spruce

From $29.95 to $145.00

THE Self-Service Auto Care
SPUR
Saves You Money

OUR LINES ARE THE

Lubes_______________________ 75d
Tire Balance_______________ 50^/wn
Major Brand Oil____________ 45^ qt.

TOP IN THE SKI WORLD
PRICED RIGHT

We Furnish Everything . . .
YOU DO THE WORK TO KEEP YOUR CAR
IN TIP-TOP SHAPE

FREE . . . Five Minute Car Wash with 10-Gallon Purchase
of THUNDERBIRD GAS

1358 BROADWAY
4 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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GULL SKI SHOP
Highway 10 West

549-5313

Bruins to Battle Seattle Pacific
Saturday After Win Over Alums

A&B
Men’s Shop

JACKETS
COATS
SPORT COATS
BLAZERS

The Copper team defeated the
White team 58-55 in an intersquad
game between the freshman pre
ceding the varsity game.
Leading scorer in the contest
was Willie Bascus, a 6-5 forwardguard for the Copper team. Ray
Howard hauled in 16 rebounds for
the winners, and Pete Martin
gathered in the same number for
the Whites.
The scoring summery:
Copper (58); R. Howard, 7; Tye,

Check Our Christmas
Gift Selection. We have
a wide variety of gifts
for all ages.
O A 1701 Brooks or|
I l l Orange
Last Week’s Winner
of $3 Gift Certificate
JACOB BANYAI

Graduate Assistant
• Open 24 Honrs
• Double Stamps to Students

Grizzlies

but when you return
Call

CHICKEN DELIGHT
for
Chicken
Shrimp
Ribs
Fish

Closed
Thanksgiving Day
and
Friday

212 E. Main
542-0303
Free Delivery

.
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LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
THE YEAR’S FUNNIEST MOVIE...
GO—Three UM students take off in one of the intramural swim
ming races held Friday. ’Sigma Nu captured first place, followed
by Sigma Chi, Hui-O-Hawaii and Numero Uno.

Sigma Nu Wins Swim Title
Sigma Nu swam its way to an
easy championship in the men’s
intramural swimming meet held
Friday at the Grizzly Pool.
Led by two first place finishes
by Kirk Dillon, the winners scored
70 points to handily outdistance
runner-up Sigma Chi, which
scored 41. Hui-O-Hawaii scored
34% points for third place, fol
lowed by Numero Uno with 26%,
Theta Chi with 15, Phi Delta
Theta with 12, Wally with 11 and
Sigma Phi Epsilon with 7.
Winners by event were:

This is a p ic tu re
o f th e p e rfe c t e m b e zzle r!
He not only gets
away with millions—
but the redhead
as well!

200-yard medley relay, Sigma
Nu, 2:00.5.
50-yard freestyle, Mike Grunow,
Hui-O-Hawaii, 25.1.
100-yard individual medley, K.
Bennington, Sigma Chi, 1:08.4.
50-yard butterfly, Dillon, Sig
ma Nu, 28.9.
100-yard freestyle, Grunow,
Hui-O-Hawaii, 57.9.
50-yard backstroke, Dillon, Sig
ma Nu, 30.9.
50-yard breaststroke, Steve Gil
bert, Wally 32.2.
200-yard freestyle relay, Sigma
Nu, 147.0.

CUP THIS COUPON
Beat Old Man Winter
to the Punch!

12; Bascus, 17; Fisher, 3; Brown, 6;
Dethman, 2, and Johnson, 11.
White (55); McMasters, 2; Duncan, 7; Stetson, 10; Davis, 2; Waltman, 8 ; Martin, 10; Sullivan, 13,
and B. Howard, 9.

Enjoy Your Turkey
Thanksgiving Day

Mike Ryan Wins
Six-Mile Contest
NEW YORK (AP) — Mike Ry
an, a 5-foot-7, 145-pound junior
from the Air Force Academy, won
the NCAA cross country cham
pionship Monday by 60 yards over
Georgetown’s Steve Stageberg.
Ryan took over shortly after the
four-mile mark and held the lead
to the finish. He was clocked in
29 minutes 16.8 seconds for the
six-mile race at Van Cortlandt
Park.
It was a three-man race be
tween Ryan, Stageberg and Art
Duhon of Holy Cross most of the
way although there were 233 start
ers and 217 finishers in the cham
pionships.
Villanova won its third straight
team championship with 78 points
although its first finisher was Tom
Donnelly, who was eighth.
Although Donnel l y finished
eighth in the race, his position for
purposes of team standings was
third because several of those
ahead did not compete with comjplete teams.
Ryan said he ran between 60
and 70 miles a week and was un
able to run more because of his
class schedule.
“You don’t have to tell him how
to run,” coach Arne Amesen said,
“just show him the course.”

The box score:

ft rb pf TP .
ALUMNI FG
P e r s h a _____ 1 * 6
l~2 0 4 7
Jones ___ 3-8
L-i 1 1 7
Smith ___ 3-7
Hughes___ 1-7
4
1 14
Holliday _ 6-14
3-4
4 1 5
Aldrich __ 1-3
Hanson___ 1-5
Meggelln _ 2-8
Zlllkes ___ 1-2
Levknecht 1-3
Huggins _ 1-2
Lowery __ 1-2 2-4
__I ■
■
0-0
Totals ____ 23-73 15-30 42 26 62
Field goal percentage, .316; free throw
percentage, .500; team rebounds, 5.
GRIZZLIES FG FT RB PF TP
Brown ___ 0-1 2-2
0 0 2
Gustafson _ 3-6
Clawson__ 0-0
Heroux___ 3-8
Ross _____ 2-15
Dirindin _ 0-1
Cheek ___
Yule ____
Mx Agather
Mk Agather z-4 s-a
i
4 7
Rhlnehart _ 3-8 1-2
5 4 7
Clark ____ 6-9 5-10 10 2 17
Totals ___ 27-65 28-38 58 25 82
Field goal percentage, .416; free throw
percentage, .738; team rebounds, 8.
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BATTLING FOR THE BALL—Greg Hanson and Gary Meggelln of
the Alumni team in the light uniforms on the right battle Howard
Clark (53) and an unidentifiable Grizzly for the rebound in the
annual Varsity-Alumni game Saturday. The Grizzlies won 82-62.
(Staff Photo by Bill Anderson)

The Montana Grizzly basketball
team will be seeking its first win
in regular season play when UM
meets Seattle Pacific College in the
Harry Adams Field House Satur
day at 8 p.m.
Last Saturday the Grizzlies de
feated the UM Alumni team 82-62
in a warm-up to regular season
action.
Gary Meggelln, a 1966 graduate
from Chula Vista, Calif., opened
the scoring with a 30-foot jump
shot and gave the Alums their only
lead of the night.
The Grizzlies led 38-31 at half
time and held off the Alumni at
tack throughout the contest.
Howard Clark, a 6-5 junior
transfer from Kansas City, led all
scorers with 17 points.
Leading scorer for the Alumni
was Doc Holliday with 14 points.
Holliday is one of the UM fresh
man basketball coaches.
Harold Ross, a 5-10 guard from
Seattle, scored 15 points for the
Grizzlies, 11 of them from the free
throw line.
Head coach Bob Cope substi
tuted freely throughout the game,
giving nearly all of the players
experience in a game situation.
Forward Ron Moore and guard
Don Wetzel, both probable start
ers, did not play in the game.
Moore was sidelined with the flu,
and Wetzel was out with an ankle
injury.

Hear LULU
Sing "This Time"

This Coupon Worth

25c

On All Purchases
REDUCED 25%

one per person

208 N. Higgins

Hcidelhausi

Metr&GokVjrvUajwptstrts AMildredFrwdAJbef[Projudicr svt*

P e te r U stin o v. M aggie S m ith
Karl M a ld e n

$$H o t M illio n s 55
5,3,1 8

guest stars

Bob New hart- Robert Mortey-Cesar Romero
ScreenplaybyInWallach andPeterUstinov Directed byEricT* - Producedty MildredFreedA to |
(2 0 2 *

M e tr o c o lo r £^ M G M

OPEN 6:15 pjn.
Shorts at 6:30-8:55
“Millions” at 7:00-9:25
Tues., Nov. 26, 1968

Showplace of Montana

WILMA

Phone 543-7340
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rIf You Can Find a Hole9 You Dump It9

Brave New World to Be Giant Rubbish Heap
By PHIL THOMAS
AP Business Writer
A garbage explosion that threat
ens to bury some major cities,
could turn the brave new world of
the future into a giant rubbish
heap.
The world’s rapidly expanding
population is being hard-pressed
to keep the growing mountains of
trash, refuse and waste down to
manageable size.
It hasn’t happened yet, but New
Yorkers got a whiff of what could
be the smell as well as the look of
things to come when a strike by
collectors left some 100,000 tons
of garbage heaped high in the
streets earlier this year.
Accumulating at the rate of 10,000 tons a day, the situation grew
so critical that a health emergen
cy was declared. The city began
preparations to give its people
shots to protect them from typhoid
fever.
While the population of the
United States has increased an es
timated 3d per cent since 1950, the
amount of waste has increased by
60 per cent.
48 Billion Cans
The U.S. Public Health Service
estimates that in a typical year
Americans throw away over 30
million tons of paper, 4 million
tons of plastics, 48 billion cans —
more than 250 a person — and 26
billion bottles and jars, or more
than 135 a person.
Twenty years ago, when Ameri
cans were throwing away less be
cause they couldn’t afford to buy
more, the average citizen discarded
about two pounds of trash a day,
the service said. The figure now
is about five pounds a head and is
expected to reach six pounds in
10 years.
The service estimates the nation
spends $3 billion a year trying to
get rid of 165 million tons of
trash — enough to fill a hole four
times the size of the Panama Ca
nal.
And the cost keeps going up.
The budget of New York City’s
Department of Sanitation was $130.

million five years ago. Now it’s
$146 million.
In Colonial days, New York
City got rid of its garbage by let
ting pigs roam freely about the
streets to eat it. But even an army
of starving pigs couldn’t digest the
six million tons of refuse the city
now produces each year — enough
to fill the 102-story Empire State
Building, the world’s tallest, 30
times.
In a city where 30 tons of trash is
carted out of the cavernous sub
way system alone each day, 14,000
sanitation workers battle the daily
garbage problem, and they do only
half of the mammoth cleanup job.
The rest is done by private cart
ing agencies.
Avalanche Coming
Warns Karl Wolf of the Ameri
can Public Works Association in
Chicago: “The major metropoli
tan areas are standing in front of
an avalanche, and it’s threatening
to bury them.”
The recent, rapid growth of the
affluent society gets a large share
of the blame' for the rising tidal
wave of garbage that is forcing
man to look hard to the protection
of his environment before he has
none.
The affluent society is a spend
ing society — one in which making
—do with an old television set
for as long as possible no longer is
fashionable.
A society symbolized by a nonreturnable bottle lying at the side
of a scenic highway; a throwaway
paper dress or diaper; a refrigera
tor in the gutter; an abandoned au
tomobile rusting in the streets.
“People are throwing away more
food than ever before,” says a
Portland, Ore., sanitation union of
ficial. “When I was driving a
garbage truck, I’d find turkey car
casses in the cans with so much
meat on them they could have fed
a whole family. I’ve seen big
chunks of roast beef and halves of
hams thrown away.”
The Automobile Manufacturers
Association in Detroit reports an
estimated six million cars and 856,-

000 trucks were junked in 1966.
The figures compared with 4.2 mil
lion cars and 583,000 trucks in
1960.
The results are a common sight
across the nation — a rusty moun
tain range of rotting cars.
Which leaves it up to the cities
and towns to harvest the derelicts
and dispose of them. Philadelphia
collects some 20,000 abandoned
cars each year; New York had
nearly 26,000 last year and expects
the figure to jump to 30,000 this
year; Little Rock, Ark., police
cleared the streets of almost 300
junkers in 1967.
The auto wrecking industry in
Southern California disposes of
about 400,000 junk cars and trucks
each year. The methods it uses to
do so, shredding and bailing, also
are used in many other parts of the
country. Shredding works much
like a stone crusher. It produces
fist-sized chunks of steel which
are sold to industry. In bailing, a
car is compressed into a 24-by-26by-36 inch block of metal.
Scrap Metal
The height of the automobile
graveyards tends to rise and fall
with the price of scrap metal.
When the scrap market is down,
the pile of autos becomes a grow
ing eyesore.
As the garbage piles across the
nation grow higher and higher,
traditional methods of disposal are
growing inadequate.
Sanitation men warn that collec
tion isn’t the main problem:
“The urgent question is what
to do with the refuse and waste
once they are assembled.”
Burning waste, burying it, using
it for landfill are the most com
mon methods for getting the stuff
out of sight.
A leading philosophy is: “If you
can find a hole that is not in a
residential area, you dump it. If
you can’t, you burn it.”
In an effort to make the fill
areas last longer, a variety of
methods are being used or tested
which, basically, try to jam five
pounds of garbage into a one
pound bag.

Heart Research Needs Creative Thought
Research into atherosclerosis,
MIAMI BEACH (AP)—A prom
inent physician who has recovered formerly more generally called
from a heart attack cautioned arteriosclerosis, is simply not yet
last week against adopting a big- far enough advanced for such
money, big-plan, government crash planning to pay off, he said.
“Victory will come, I suspect,
approach toward preventing heart
and be announced more quickly
attacks.
Instead, said Dr. Irvine H. Page from the working laboratory and
of Cleveland, the urgent need is clinic rather than the White House
for more creative thinking and re rose garden with instant reporting
search, and there are some prom by newspapers and television,” he
said.
ising leads.
Dr. Page, widely known for re
“The plumber surgeons are cut
ting in because we know neither search into causes and treatment
how to prevent nor how to cure of high blood pressure and causes
atherosclerosis,” he process of of atherosclerosis, suffered a heart
clogging within arteries that un attack 18 months ago.
“Heart transplants and artificial
derlies most heart attacks, he said.
The big-plan approach setting hearts will not be the answer to
specific targets to understand this coronary vascular artery disease
puzzle “would be costly and un for many years, even if a Boston
productive,” Dr. Page told the
Council on Arteriosclerosis of the
American Heart Association.

store advertises ‘used organs avail
able,’ ” he said.
“We announce bravely through
the news media what we will be
doing in the year 2000, knowing
full well many of us won’t be
around to take the responsibility.
This may keep research dollars
rolling in, but it deflects from the
real problem.”
Research aimed at preventing
heart attacks has “made giant
strides,” he said, but current re
search “is good and must bad,
some in depth, but most of the
‘one-shot’ kind.”
“The urgent need to is reduce
the amount of almost trivial re
petitive investigations, and to in
crease the number of fresh, cre
ative starts,” Dr. Page said.

IT’S

MEDITERRANEAN
DELIGHT DINNER
Foods representing five countries of the Mediterranean

Campus
Style
Center

50c CHILDREN

7:30 p.m.
Episcopal Church

Fairway Shopping Center
6 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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The wide track
diamond
ring.

GOLDEN-HALO, from $90. to $650.
Matching circlet $25.00

D IA M O N D

ROD LUNG
Your on Campus Agent for

NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL LIFE
Western Montana’s Largest
Life Insurance Agency
Branch Office—Great Falls
Robert E. Lee, Manager
District Office, 323 Washington
Henry L. Zahn, Dist. Mgr.
Office Phone—549-4154

R IN G S

The timeless beauty of fine
diamonds and the bold new stylo
of ArtCarved wide band
engagement rings combine in
Unique elegance. Our remarkable
Golden Grandeur collection
of these stunning, matching
diamond and wedding ring sets
is a joy to behold.
And the ArtCarved name inside
means they'll look as
fresh and beautiful on your
50th anniversary as
they will on'your first.
P rieti subject to change boted
on current relee o/gold.

Next to Wilma Theater

So much to enjoy!

HOMOGENIZED

M IL K
Enjoy Community Meadow
Gold Dairy Products
Every Day

C O M M U N ITY M EADO W GOLD

COME TO US!
Art Supplies
Posters
Decorative Murals
Custom Framing
Foster Art Books
Cork Bulletin Boards
Special Order Service

95c ADULTS

Tickets available at Lodge, Tuesday
and at the door Wednesday Night.

Open:
9:30 am. to 6 pm.
Friday Nights
until 9 pm.

Chicago is considering a plan
which calls for refuse to be packed
into solid blocks, then shipped to
abandoned strip mines and quar
ries within 250 miles of the city,
and dumped.

for the greatest selection in

Need somewhere to eat tomorrow night?
WATER WONDERLAND
St. Paul, Minn., boasts 6 lakes
and 92 parks.

While incineration is a standard
method for getting rid of waste, it
tends to create air pollution.
New York’s incinerators cough
more than 17,000 tons of soot into
the air annually, and there have
been times when they have had to
be shut down for a few days so
the air could clear.
The cities have been spending
large sums of money, and will
spend more, in an effort to clean
up their incinerators.
While man thus far has been
ablfe to avoid being buried by
the mountains of garbage he cre
ates, many experts are convinced
a lasting solution only can be
reached through regional plan
ning that required the urban and
rural areas to cooperate with one
another.

Wednesday, Nov. 27
140 S. 6th East

Anaconda Building
Materials

Collector Brings Civil War to U
By ROBERT TORSKE
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
There are gun collectors and
then there’s UM’s Hayes Otoupa11k, who could put on his Civil
War outfit, grab his muzzle-loader,
and step off a time machine right
into the Battle of Gettysburg.
Hayes has always been a col
lector. His interest in guns was
fired from hearing stories about
his great-grandfather’s adventures
in the Civil War.
A sophomore history major at
the UM, Hayes soon learned that
if he was going to keep his col
lection within reason, he should
specialize. He chose to collect ma
teriel used during the Civil War,
the post Civil War period, the
Indian Wars period.
Today, he has an extensive col
lection of military equipment and
arms dating from the late 1850s to
the 1890s.
Hayes, who swears he was born
and raised in Missoula but speaks
with a heavy Chicago accent, says
he is involved in his hobby be
cause he enjoys it and not be
cause he is out to make a fast
buck. For seven years, he has been
collecting military long arms, hand
guns, swords, uniforms, accouter
ments such as cartridge boxes,
belts, and even discharge papers.
Diaries in Collection
Hayes elaborated on parts of
his collection. He owns a set of
diaries written by Col. E. C. Ben
nett, who belonged to the 17th U.S.
Infantry working out of Fort
Abraham Lincoln in the Dakota
territories.
One of his rarest weapons is a
56 calibre Colt revolving rifle.
Used by U.S. Volunteer Sharp
shooters in the early phases of the.
Civil War, only 7,000 of these
weapon6 were made. Hayes said
that this attempt by Samuel Colt
to apply the revolving pistol idea
to the rifle failed because gas es
caped between the cylinder and

barrel and the rifle had a tenden
cy to double charge (two or three
shells would go off at once).
Hayes, a second year Army
ROTC cadet, also owns a complete
Civil War outfit, including weap
ons, saddle, saddle-bags, bridle,
uniform, and “everthing else, in
cluding the horseshoe nails.”
He also has several Civil War
carbines that are “brand new” in
the sense that they are right out of
the packing cases. He said that
these firearms are in mint condi
tion because at the close of the
Civil War, tjie U.S. government
had a vast store-house of surplus
goods. Eventually, some were sold
to other countries or fell into the
hands of gun collectors.
Surplus Swords
The Confederacy sold some of
their surplus c a v a l r y swords
to Prussia. These swords, which
had been manufactured at the
Palmetto Armory in Columbia, S.
C., were re-issued to the German
cavalry during the World War I.
One was captured from a German
cavalryman by an A me r i c a n
“doughboy,” who brought it back
to the U.S. as war booty. Eventu
ally, the sword fell into the hands
of a Missoula antique dealer who
thinking that it had been manu
factured in Germany, sold it to
Hayes.
Hayes also owns a three-inch
ordnance Civil War cannon which
was used at Fort Missoula from
1883 to 1942 as a retreat or salute
gun..This cannon, serial number
15, is the fifth earliest of its type
out of 292 known to exist in the
United States. Hayes said that it
was originally made as a muzzle
loader. The Army converted it to
a breech loader. It is a rare transi
tion piece between the muzzle
loader and breech loader.
One of Hayes’ most treasured
possessions is a Civil War presen
tation sword given to Lt. Col. John
E. Jewett of the 193rd Ohio Vol

unteer Infantry. The sword has
a sterling silver handle, and a
handguard ornamented with a fly
ing eagle in detailed relief.
An unusual addition to Hayes’
collection is a rectangular cart
ridge box, which carries six tubes,
each tube containing seven cart
ridges. The box was used with a
seven-shot Spencer repeating car
bine used by the Union Army dur
ing the Civil War. The soldier
could pull the tube out of the box
and pour the shells directly from
the tube to the loading chamber
of his carbine. This increased the
firepower of the gun and made
the Spencer the “machine gun” of
the Civil War.
Hayes recently displayed a
small part of his collection in the
ROTC department. Pictures of the
collection will-be used next year
in ROTC courses.
Hayes’ dedication to his hobby
has recently brought him into dis
agreement with the law. He is
completely opposed to gun legisla
tion. He said that the new fed
eral gun laws will make gun
shows virtually impossible.
No Reduction
Hayes also said the govern
ment will not substantially reduce
the crime rate through new gun
legislation.
“They think they’re going to
stop the criminal in this way. They
won’t. He (the criminal) has been
stealing his guns all along. It
didn’t stop him in the past. It
won’t stop him now,” he said.
Hayes added that adequate en
forcement of the 1934 gun law
would have curtailed the use of
guns by criminals. He also said
than five per cent of all crime in
the U.S. involves firearms.
Hayes has a philosophy behind

his hobby: “People collect because ers and artists who are concerned
the world moves so fast that they with the study of the Civil War
can’t understand it. They are un era.
Hayes also belongs to the Mon
sure of the future. They cling to
something they know and some tana Arms Collectors, a 250-mem
thing they know the out-come of.” ber organization setup in 1961. He
He said gun collecting has wants to go into the museum cura
given him satisfaction, fun, and tor-director field after graduation.
the opportunity to meet a “lot of
fine people.” “If you collect in the
right field, you can make a good
investment with your money,” he
added.
A member of the Company of
Military Historians, an education
al, non-profit institution organized
by the U.S. Treasury Department,
Hayes said its goal is to promote
and advance research and study
with respect to military history
and traditions. CMS membership
includes scholars, collectors, writ
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The College is my shepherd;
I shall not grow.
he maketh me to pay out green money;
he leadeth me into the rote knowledge,
he restoreth my virginity;
he leadeth me into the paths of right
eousness for his name's sake.

SNAP UP BARGAINS

Yea, though I walk through the valley
of the prime of my life,
l will fear no adulthood;
for thou art with me;
thy rules and conventions comfort me.
Thou preparest a haven for me in the
presence of mine society;
thou assuagest my doubts with soft
soap;
my head noddeth numbly.
Surely mute acceptance shall follow me
all the days o f my life,
and I will dwell in suburbia forever.

£
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GUN LAWS?—UM gun collector Hayes Otoupalik guards his ar
senal during a recent gun show at the Men’s Gym. (Staff Photo by
Bill Anderson.)
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Fighting Near Cambodia

Communist MIGs Down
U.S.Jets Over Vietnam
SAIGON (AP) — Two Ameri
can jet planes were downed over
North Vietnam yesterday after
coming under attack by Com
munist MIGs and surface-to-air
missiles.
The U.S. Command said, in a
terse announcement, an un-armed
reconnaissance aircraft and an
armed fighter plane, which often
accompany reconnaissance sorties,
went down over the North in
separate incidents.
About a mile from the Cambo
dian boundary, American troops
from the 1st Air Cavalry Division
ran into about 150 North Vietnam-

ese troops at daybreak. While the
U.S. troopers pursued them, heli
copters firing machine guns and
rockets raked them from the air
and Air Force bombers attacked
their positions. In the 3%-hour
battle, 52 enemy and five Ameri
cans were killed and 10 Ameri
cans wounded.
Five miles away, scout helicop
ters spotted an estimated 200
enemy soldiers and a fleet of heli
copter gunships lashed the enemy
with rocket and machine-gun fire
for three hours, killing at least 54.
No American casualties were re
ported.

’

fBook Questionnaires
Have Been Shortened
The evaluation forms used to
compile The Book have been
shortened from 22 to 12 questions
The staff of The Book changed
the questionnaire at its last meet
ing. The questions and new rating
system for instructors will be
tested in two classes according to
Louise Fenner, Book editor.
Miss Fenner said that students
answer a general evaluation of the
instructor and course and whether
the classes were interesting. Ques
tions about instructors will require
students to rate the professor’s en-

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Each line (5 words average)
first Insertion ________ ______ 10#
Each consecutive Insertion______ 10*
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication
It errors are made In advertisement.
Immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for
only one Incorrect Insertion.

1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Beige NFL COAT with fur collar at Forester's Ball Friday night. Call
243-5329.____________________ 29-2c
LOST: GREEN WALLET In area of LA
Building. Valuable cards. Reward. 54928-3c
8014.______
LOST: LEATHER BOUND, 3-RING
NOTEBOOK. Reward. Dennis Rovero.
728-3254,____________________ 28-3C

1. PERSONAL
ENJOY GOOD FOOD, scintllating com-

energetic companionship, fun and
:olic. Join the SINGLETON CLUB.
gany,
549-0269 or 549-4367.___________ 30-tfc

», TYPING_________________

TYPING, electric. English graduate,
will correct. 543-7374.
30-5c
TYPING. 549-6738.____________ 30-6C
EXPERT TYPING. Thesis experience.
Electric typewriter. Will correct. 5436515._______________________ 26-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235
Dearborn, 549-7818.
23-tfo
TYPING fast. Accurate. 843-7482. 21-tfo
TYPING, last, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________ 12-tfo
TYPING. 549-6602._____________ 1-tfc
TYPING, former corporate secretary.
549-6704._____________________ 2-tfc
TYPING in my home. 258-6860. 24-8c
TYPING. Experienced. 549-7282. 24-tfo
EXPERT TYPING on IBM Executive.
Mrs. McKlnsey. 549-0805._______ 28-7c

8. HELP WANTED
BARMAIDS NEEDED, MONK’S CA Vt,
Call after 4 pm., 543-8888.
13-tfc
BABY SITTER three days a week. Two
boys. Call 549-4989.___________
27-5C
TEACHER DESIRES BABYSITTER In
home during week. 8:30 ajn.-3:00 pun.
Phone 728-1573 after 5._______ 27-5c
WANTED: BARMAI D, VAGABOND
INN. Snowbowl Ski Resort. If lnterested call 549-1023 after 7 pjn. 28-3C

17. CLOTHING

EXPERT SEWING by JAE SEUN. 5438094._____________________ 29-tfc
Specialize In men's and women’s alteratlons. 543-8184,_______________ 3-tfo

thusiasm, lecture material, will
ingness to answer questions, clari
ty of his answers, and his atti
tude toward students’ opinions.
On the test questionnaires, Miss
Fenner said, students will be given
two choices of ratings and asked
to use one. She said the one used
most in the test will be adopted.
One rating system will read: Su
perior, good, average-adequate,
not adequate and poor. The other
will list: excellent, good, averageadequate, below average and poor.
Last year the forms read: excel
lent, good, average, poor and
worthless.
Miss Fenner said that the ques
tions from last year that have
been omitted this year were not
used in The Book. She said that
any serious comments in those
areas usually were noted in other
answers. Questions not being re
peated were about the text, home
work, and the student’s confidence
in the professor’s knowledge.

Auditions to Start
Dec. 7 for MRT
Casting auditions for the 1969
Montana Repertory Theater Com
pany will be Dec. 7 and 8 in the
University Theater.
General auditions begin Satur
day, Dec. 7 at 9 p.m., final audi
tions will be Sunday, Dec. 8, for
those actors recalled from the first
day of auditions. New members
will be announced Monday, Dec. 9.
The MRT Company will produce
two plays this winter season, “The
Importance of Being Earnest,’’ Os
car Wilde’s classic comedy, and
the “Death of a Salesman,” Arthur
Miller’s American tragedy. The
plays will be performed in the
University Theater Feb. 13 through
Feb. 23. The MRT Company then
will tour Montana, Idaho, Utah
and Canada for three weeks in
March.

22. FOR RENT

Students Needed
As Ambassadors
To High Schools
Applications for student ambasadors to high schools are due at
the Lodge Desk Dec. 2.
Mike Morrison, chairman of the
Student Ambassador Program, said
that high schools will be contacted
during or shortly after Thanksgiv
ing vacation so arrangements can
be made for student ambassadors
to present their programs during
the Christmas break.
Training sessions for the am
bassadors will consist of speeches
made by members of the adminis
tration, members of different
schools in the University and from
the Financial Aid Office. It also
will include Homer Anderson, di
rector of admissions, and a slide
presentation he uses in his recruit
ing program.
Morrison said applicants will be
interviewed by Wesley N. Shellen,
speech communications instructor
and student ambassador adviser,
Kim Mechlin, Bill Schaffer and
himself.
He said that male-female teams
will answer questions about col
lege life for juniors and seniors, to
actively recruit graduating seniors
by looking into the educational
programs offered at UM and to ex
press their views of University
life.

• Mrs. Kathryn E. Page, secre
tary in the UM Army ROTC De
partment, has received her second
official commendation since last
spring for performance of duty
from the Sixth Army.
Mrs. Page has worked in the
ROTC department at the UM since
July of 1966.
The citation commends Mrs.
Page for outstanding performance
of her aide duties in the Senior
Army ROTC program from Nov. 1,
1967, to Oct. 31, 1968. Mrs. Page
received a smilar commendation
last spring.
• Unemployed students on work
study that can type and are look
ing for work should contact Don
ald Mullen, assistant financial aids
officer, at Main Hall. Several
openings are available now for
accomplished typists.
• Ellis L. Waldron, professor of
political science and Missoula di
rector of the Bureau of Govern
ment Research, will attend the
National Municipal League’s Na
tional Conference on Government
December 2, 3 and 4 in New Or
leans.
He will participate in a panel
discussion of the impact of appor
tionment. Material for his research
of development and problems of
apportionment in Montana was
gathered under a National Munici
pal League grant.

• The UM Mathematics depart
ment was awarded a National Sci
ence Foundation grant of $74,428
to conduct an institute for high,
school mathematics teachers dur
ing the 1969-70 academic year an$
the 1969 summer quarter.
William M. Myers, department
chairman, said under the institute
program 12 high school instructors
will study toward either the Mas
ter of Arts degree in mathematics
or the Master of Arts for teachers
of mathematics.
The institute will be the fifth
NSF academic-year institute con
ducted by the UM mathematics
department. Mr. Myers will direct
the institute, and associate director
will be Gloria Hewitt, UM associ
ate professor of mathematics.

SELECT YOUR
CHRISTMAS CARDS
NOW

Gateway Printing
241 W. Main

Brooks Street
Lockers
OPEN

Thanksgiving Day

Photo
Finishing

(8 a.m. - 5 pjn.)
for your convenience
•

Wild Game
Processing
•
Duck & Goose
Processing
•
Fish Smoking

Top Quality

Lockers

•

Lowest Prices

Eggs
3 dozen for $1

Fast Service

Always free coffee
and donuts
Open Daily

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Jack’s
Drive-In Drug
710 Orange Street
543-5133

Brooks Street
Lockers
230Vi Brooks
543-5280
(Behind Eddy’s Bakery)

LOOPS
ROLLS

Terry Hober

IMMELMANNS
SPINS
5 Hours in Champion Citahria
Flying Club Members
Non-Members

$75.00
$89.00

Executive Aviation, Inc.
FAA VA Courses Available

Tues., Nov. 26, 1968

542-0181

Larry Gudith

Joe Connors

ASK ABOUT OUR

CUBAN 8’s

ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS. Walking distance to campus. Cooking al
lowed. See at 645 E. Kent or phone
549-3820.
29-tfc
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• Applications for the Miss U of
M pageant are available at the
Lodge Desk.
• Main Hall will be open for
students to pre-register tomorrow,
but will be closed Thursday and
Friday during the Thanksgiving
holiday.
• Varsity cheerleader applica
tions are available at the Lodge
Desk.
• Library hours during the
Thanksgiving holiday are Wednes
day, 8 a.m. to 5 pjn.; Thursday,
closed; Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Saturday, closed; Sunday, 6 p.m.
to 12 midnight, and Monday, nor
mal schedule.
• The Cosmopolitan Club will
sponsor a dinner party Wednesday
night, November 27,. at 7:30 at the
Episcopal Church, 140 South Sixth
St. East. The food will be repre
sentative of the countries sur
rounding the Mediterranean area.
Tickets are 95 cents for adults and
50 cents for children and are on
sale in the Lodge foyer and at the
door.
• No checks will be cashed at
the Lodge Desk after the Thanks
giving vacation.
• Program Council will meet
today at 3:15 p.m. at the Program
Council Office.
• Margaret Borg, an Alpha Phi
senior from Missoula, was crowned
Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl
at the Carnation Ball Saturday
night.

AEROBATIC SAFETY COURSE

21. FOR SALE
TEN SPEED RACING bicycle. Austrian
make. 540. FOUR TRACK STEREO
TAPE for auto. One month old. Excel
lent condition with two speakers and
four tapes. $65. 543-7605. 309 Eddy. 30-lc
PORTABLE STEREO three years old.
Good shape. Real bargain. 543-7477.
___________________________ 30-lc
HOME MADE CAKES for all occasions.
549-2753.____________________ 21-tfc
LUCYS, 330 N. Higgins, for outstanding
gifts—dishes, stainless steel, wall decor
and linens in addition to fine furnlture.
8-tfo
1966 MUSTANG GT. High performance.
Indianapolis wide ovals, air condition
ing. automatic power steering, disk
brakes. Mag 500 wheels. Candy apple
red. 19,000 miles. Call during the day.
543-8888.____________________ 22-tic

C o n c e rn in g U

• SENIOR FINANCING PLAN
No immediate cash outlay for qualified senior and
graduate students.
• HOSPITALIZATION AND ACCIDENT COVERAGE
• ANNUITIES
• COMPLETE LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAMMING

SECURITY MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Savings Center Building, Suite 520
East Broadway

543-8371

